
Cybersecurity Solutions

Network  security is key to success.
Many businesses are only beginning to realize how attractive they are to cybercriminals. Often, that 

realization comes too late: after an attack. Recovering from a cyberattack can be difficult and costly— 

if not impossible—for these businesses, depending on the nature and scope of the campaign. 

Cyber criminal are targeting all-sized businesses.

Major Causes Of Data Breaches

Legacy un-patched technology

Improper technology

Improper configuration

Business negligence

Internet exposure

Data on the move

Hacking & Intrusion

Insider theft

Physical theft

Unauthorized access

70%
Of cyber attacks 
target small to 
mid-sized businesses
Source: National Cybersecurity Alliance

50%
Will become unprofitable 
within a month of being 
breached
Source: Better business Bureau

383k
Average cost of a breach 
for small to mid-sized 
business
Source: Ponemon Institute

Network  security is key to success.
According to the infosec institute partnering with 

MSP is the most effective way to prevent attacks 

and protect your business from these malicious 

threats. They include a full range of proactive IT 

support that focuses on advanced security, such 

as around the clock monitoring, data encryption 

and backup, real-time threat prevention and 

elimination, network and firewall protection, 

security awareness training, and more.



Protect Your Business.
Firewalls and endpoint security solutions

Network security assessments

Establish computer use and password

policies

Implement access management

Perform segmentation

Email Security Solutions

Incident response a disaster recovery

Create data backups

Breaches STOPS HERE.

Itnext is empowered by security evangelists to fix a fundamental problem: The sophisticated cyberse-

curity attacks and limited availability of advanced network technology couldn’t be solved with 

existing cybersecurity defenses and the existing IT consultancy approaches.

Itnext Services.
Design and Integration of Business

Security Solutions

Cybersecurity Consultancy

Wireless Network Security

Business Continuity and 

Disaster Recovery.

Security Assessments

Security Senior Engineer as a Service

(SSEaaS)

Mobility Senior Engineer as a Service

(MSEaaS)

Leveraging key enterprise
security infrastructure to 

protect your business.
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